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I. Introduction

It was about a month ago while waiting for my flight t() depart Lambert

field in st. Louis when I became engaged in a conversati.on wit:h a gentleman

(Mr. Smith) who seemed even more frustrated than I with the lengthy delay

we were experiencing that day. What Mr. Smith was really frustrated about,

though I suspect he did not realize this at the time, was not the flight

delay but his firm's cost allocation syst~m. Indeed, his story is truly

one of how cost allocation systems can lead managers astray.

About a month ago, Mr. Smith flew into st. Louis on a commercial

airline for a two day business trip. While in st. Louis, he learned that

the c()mpany plane had flown in the day pefore and would be depar·ting the

same day that he was scheduled to depart. Mr. smith immediately cashed in

his $200 commercial airline ticket and made arrangements to fly back on the

company plane. He boarded the plane in st. Louis at the scheduled

departure ti~e and flew back home--all the while feeling pretty good about

saving his company the $200 commercial airline fare and being able to

depart on schedule. One day about two weeks later, Mr. smith's boss called

him into his office. Apparently, Mr. Smith's department had been

cross-charged $400 for his having taken the company plane back from st.

Louis. Mr. smith's boss wanted to know why he spent $400 in f'lying back

from st. Louis when the commercial air fare was only $200? He replied only

that lithe company plane was flying back regar4less and there were a number

of empty seats."

~Ir. smith's attempt to save his company $200 ended up "costing" his

department $400. But how could this happen? The problem was that Mr.

smith recognized, where his company's cost allocation system did not, that

the vast majority of the costs associated with flying the plane back home

were already sunk and thus unavoidable at the time he made the decision to

fly on it. In failing to distinguish between sunk (unavoidable) cost and

avoidable cost, the cost allocation system was causing the firm and its

managers to make uneconomic business decisions. This became clear. You

see, the reason Mr. smith was SO frustrated the day that I ran into him in

st. Louis was that his company's plane was sitting on the runway next to

the commercial airliner (on which Mr. Smith was booked) with a number of

empty seats ready to take-off for the very same destination. Yet there was

no way Mr. smith was going to fly the company plane that day, even ·though
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doing so was the "best business decision" in that it would have saved his

company the price of a commercial air fare.
1'he above story (which, by the way, is true) could be dismissed as an

amusing anecdote about corpor~te bureaucracy if it were limited to the ItMr

smiths of the world" flying on company planes. Unfortunately, it is not.

The same cost allocation system (or something closely akin to it) that was

frustrating Mr. smith and c~using him to make an uneconomic business

decisi.on is pervasive in pusine~s today with consequences far more severe
than t:he price of air fare. These cost s:ystems are commonly used to make

pricing and production decisions as well with results that can be
financially devastating to the firm. But why do firms employ such cost

allocation systems if they perpetuate inferior business decisions? As we

shall see, in l~rge measure tl1is practice results from a failure on the

part of the firm to underst~nd the dynamic nature of costs and, perhaps
even more importantly, to capture these dynamics in their cost measurement

sys.tems.

The objectives of this article are primarily two-fold: First, to

demonstrate that dynamic costing is a source of competitive advantage for

the firm in the sense th~t it fO$ters superior decision-making on both the
cost and revenue side of the ledger;1 second, to sketch-out an overview of

a simple dynamic costing model that the firm can employ as an integral tool
in its decision-making process.

II. Two Fundamental Costing P~inciples

critical to the development of a dynamic costing system are two

fundamental principles; the principle of cost causality and, its

corollary, the princip:te of cost dynamics. Collectively, these principles

require that efficient ~nd profitable bu~iness decisions be premised on

information systems that measure costs from a forward-looking rather than

an historical perspective. These two principles are stated, respectively,
as follows:

The only costs that are relevant for a given business decision
are those costs that are caused by that decision ha'ving been
made" or equivalently cpuld be avoided if that decision vere not
made.

lSee Robin Cooper and Ropert S. Kaplan. "Measure Costs Hight: Make The
Right Decisions." HarVi!l.rd 8usiness Review. September-October 1988.
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Costs do not become sunk or unavoidable as a function of time,
but as a function of business decisions--each of wh.ich has a
specific time horizon associated with it.

It is common for measures of cost to be referenced with respect to

time such as short-run cost and long-run cost. This practice tends to

create considerable confusion because it leads managers to believe that

costs become sunk or unavoidable as a function of time rather than as a

function of business decisions. Time serves mainly as an index over which

to chart the effect of past business decisions in rendering costs either
avoidable or unavoidable. In the short run, certain costs are unav9idable

as a funct.ion of business decisions made in the past. Conversely, in the

long run, the effects of all past business decisions have worked themselves

out and all costs are avoidable. Since business decisions are constantly
overlapping one another, the long run is largely a theoretical construct.

Businesses continually find themselves in the short run in which some costs

are avoidable and others are not. This is precisely why a dynamic approach

to cost measurement is the sine qua non for profitable business
decision-making.

There could hardly be much debate over the proposition that virtually

all business decisions have some semblance of a benefit-cost trade-off at

their core. The particular business decision may concern whether a price
for a given product or service is "profitable," whether merchandise should

be transported by air or rail, and even whether employees should fly

commercial or on the company plane.
The principle of cost causality explicitly recognizes that the only

costs that are relevant in the benefit-cost trade-off are those costs that

are caused as a result of that particular business decision having been

made, or equivalently could be avoided if that decision were not made. For

example, Mr. Smith, at least implicitly, went through a cost-benefit

analysis to determine whether he should fly the company plane. He reasoned

that given the plane was committed to flying anyway and that his flying on

the plane would not displace anyone else who intended to fly on t:he plane

given there were empty seats, that he would actually be (:::ausing his firm to

incur minimal (if any) costs as a result of his decision. On the benefit

side~ he was able to save $200 by cashing in his commercial airline ticket.

The principle of cost dynamics recognizes that each business decision
has a time horizon associated with it that enables costs to be classified
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as either avoidable or unavoidable. Those costs rendered unavoidable as a

function of a particular decision become irrelevant for any benefit-cost
analysis within that particular time horizon. With respect to Mr. Smith,

the company plane was already committed to flying back home--independent of

his decision to fly on it. As a result, the predominance of the costs

associated with that flight, including the capital costs of the airplane,
preflight maintenance, pilot, crew and landing fees, were all sunk at the
point in time that Mr. Smith made the decision to fly on it. 'rhese costs
were rendered sunk as a function of the business decision that resulted in. "

the company plane being flown to st. Louis in the first place.
The cost allocation ~ystem used by Mr. smith's firm treated costs that

were already sunk and qnavoidable as if they were avoidable--having in fact
been caused by his decision to fly on the company plane. The econolnic harm
to the firm as a result of such cost allocation systems is immediately

apparent. When Mr. Smith was in st. Louis the first time, he made the

decision to fly the company plane based on a benefit-cost trade-off that
implied the benefit was $200 (saved air fare) and the costs were

[effectively] zero. That is, the benefit of flying the company plane is
exactly equal to the costs avoided in not flying commercial. Conversely,
when Mr. smith was in st. Louis this second time, he made the decision to

fly commercial based on a benefit-cost trade-off that implied the benefit
of $200 (costs avoided in not flying commercial) were dOluinated by the cost
of $400. The $200 repre$ents what his firm would save if he cashed--in his

commercial ticket and the $400 represents what his firm's cost,allocation

system would charge his department if he flew on the company plane. In
this latter case, Mr. Smith made a good (bad) business decision for his

department (company) with this divergence the result of his having been
given the wrong cost information upon which to base his benefit-cost

analysis. The operative cost-benefit analyses for these two cases are

shown in tables 1 and 2 below with the benefits and costs measured with

respect to the alternative decision.
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Table 1
Benefit-Cost Analysis For Mr. Smith's Flight Decision

(Based Upon Dynamic Costing)

NET
FLY BENf;FITS COST BENEFITS DECIS

COMPANY $200 0 $200 YE

COMMERCIAL 0 $200 -$200 N.

ION

s

o

Table 2
Benefit-Cost Analy$is For Hr. Smith's Flight Decision

(Based Upon Cost Allocations)

NET
FLY BENEfITS COST BENEFITS DECISI

COMPANY $200 $400 -$200 NO

COMMERC I AL $400 $200 $200 l{ E~

ON

III. Cost Allocations and Business Decisions

By a cost allocation system, we mean any mechanism employed by the

firm to account for all of the costs associated with a given business

function or activity. These costs are then partitioned out to various

departments, products and services on some arbitrary basis--usually on the
basis of relative use. For example, Mr. smith's department was allocated

$400 for his flight on the company plane. While this cost allocation could

have been the result of any number of different costing exerci.ses--the most

likely case is that the cost allocation system tracked $4000 worth of costs

associated with that particular flight and partitioned those costs across
the 10 passengers on the plane that day. While the cost allocation system

employed by the firm may utilize any number different methodologies--some
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even giving the impression of science--the point is that the process of
dividing-up costs in thi$ manner is inherently arbitrary, having absolutely
no foundation in cost-cau$ation.

Most cost allocation syatems breakdown, in the sense that they send
the "wrong" signals to managers, because they violate the principle of cost

causality and the principl~ of CO$t dynqmics. Costs that are already sunk

in the sense that they cannot be avoided only serve to obscure and distort
the business decision the manager actual faces. Cost allocation systems
are inherently flawed on this' $core because they take an historical

perspective rather than a forward-looking' perspective on cost measurement.
In this sense cost allocation systems rest upon the principle of cost

recovery vis a vis cost causality. That is, they take costs that are

already sunk from an histo+ical perspective and import them into business

decisions that are necessarily forward-looking.
It is only natural to pose the question: Why do business firms rely

upon cost allocation syatems when in fact they foster inferior business
decisions? ~here is probably no unique answer to this question, though a

number could be proffered. The p+imary function of cost measurement in

most firms is to ensure that all CO$ts have been accounted for--whatwe may
term the "adding-up property." Busine$s firms are sUbject t:o a mul'titude
of externally mandated accounting and reporting requirements by the the
IRS, t.he SEC and various and sundry regUlatory agencies. None of these
agencies imposE~s any requirement that costs be developed in accordance with
the two fundamental costing principles. why? Because these agencies are

concerned with ensuring accurate reporting of financial information, not

with ensuring that firms make profitable business decisions. Since the

majority of firms have but one costing system, the "adding-up" property
2generally takes precedence. Consequently, managers are forced by default

to make business decisions on the basis of costs that satisfy a number of

externally mandated reporting +equirements but have virtually nothing to do
with cost causality. Since cost allocation systems definitionally satisfy
the "adding-up property," it is only natural that they be utilized to make
business decisions as well. Unfortunately, as the following example
attests, cost allocations s~rve only to distort the true benefit-cost

trade-off underlying a fi+m's business decisions.

2See Robert S. Kaplan, "One Cost System Isn't Enough." Harvard Business
Review~ January-February 1988.
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Suppose that the up-front capital investment of building a toll bridge

is $40 million. The economic life of the bridge· is 20 years, after which
time safety concerns render it no longer operational. The bridge developer
estimates that with a toll price of 25¢ per vehicle, approximately 8.8

million vehicles will de~and access to the bridge on an annual basis. The

recurring or variable costs associated with operating the bridge are 1¢ per

vehi.cle per crossing. Assu_ing a zero discount rate, the developer's

expected return on this (tax-free) investment is 6 percent.
The bridge is sUbsequently built and,begins operations with a toll set

at 25¢. Demand projections are initially tracking well with the
developer's expectations regarding capital recovery. SUddenly the market

situation changes dramatically. A modern ferry line offering hi.gh-speed
transport begins operations in direct competition with the new bridge. The
bridge owner is subsequently qpproached by the local trucking company and

the local taxi company in attempt to negotiate a lower toll rate per

vehicle. These two companies account for a significant share of all bridge
tra,ffic. They tell the bridge developer that unless he can reduce the
current toll per vehicle to 20¢ from the current toll of 25¢, their

companies will soon begin using the competing ferry.
The bridge deVeloper is troubled over this development and

SUbsequently calls in his two most trusted advisers, the corporate
accountant and the business strategist. Recently, these two individuals
have been debating the relative merits of a dynamic costing system vis a

vis a traditional cost allocation system. Th~ bridge de'veloper poses the
question of toll discounts for these t~o companies to his advisers and is
surprised at the diversity of their replies. The corporate accountant
tells the bridge developer that he should not discount the tolls for these
two companies because it is unprofitable to levy a toll of 20¢ per vehicle.

The corporate accountant informs the bridge developer that t~he effective
price floor is 24¢ and that he must levy a toll of at least this amount in

order to recover the capital costs of the bridge and the l¢ per vehicle
avoidable cost. The business strategist cannot support ·the corporate
accountant's assessment of what constitutes the effective price floor
because he knows it is based on a failure to recognize the sunk cost

(irreversible nature) of the bridge investment. He supplies the bridge
developer with a different perspective: As long as the ·toll levied on any
partiCUlar vehicle covers its avoidable cost of l¢, the firm is better off

financially allowing the vehicle to use 'the bridge rather than allowing it
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to move to the competing ferry. This proposition holds true as long as
those vehicles for which to~~s are being discounted do not displace
vehicles that would have been willing to pay the full 25¢ toll. The
business strategist contends fu~ther that any toll over l¢makes a
contribution to overhead, in this pase the capital investment of the
bridge, and the firm i~ bette~ off with this contribution than it would be
if the vehicles migrated to the competing ferry. The capital investment in

the bridge is, of course, a sunk cost that will be incurred whether
vehicles use the bricige or not.

Two questions remain. First, suppose the firm had entered into a
contract with the taxi anci trucking company prior to bridge
construction--would the effective price floor still be IC per vehicle
crossing? Second, suppose that the taxi and trucking companies intend to
use the bridge exclusively during peak periods when there is traffic:
gridlock on the bridge. Should the developer still adopt a discounting
strategy? These questions are taken up in turn.

with respect to the first question, the answer is "No. II Ira the extent
that the business decision to build the bridge is predicated on (caused by)
the existence of a contract with the taxi and trucking companies, the
effective price floor at the point in time that the contract is entered

into (and before the capita~ is committed) must now reflect the capital
costs that coulet be avoid~d it the Prigge were not built. In other words,
the capital costs of the bridge are avoidable before, but not after the
bridge is built, Should the contract be broken after the bridge is built,
the capital costs are no longer avoidable and the price floor is onGe again
I¢ per vehicle crossing.

with respect to the second question, the answer is also "No."
Discounting tolls during peak periods is a not a profitable business
strategy for the firm because traffic willing to pay 25¢ per crossing is
being turned away in order to create space for traffic willing to pay only
20¢ per crossing. There i~ an "opportunity cost" associated with
discounting tolls on the bridge (measu~ed in terms of incremen"tal revenues
foregone) that must be reflected in the benefit-cost analysis underlying
the this business decision. ~he opportunity cost is zero during off-peak
periods because an addition~l vehicle gn the bridge does not cause another
vehicle to be displaced. Conver~ely, the opportunity cost is 25¢ per
vehicle crossipg during peak periodi u$ing the same logic in reverse. The
effective price flool:" fOr the firm qt any given point in time is thus equal
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to the greater of avoidable cOit and opportunity cost--25¢ during peak

periods and 1¢ during off-peak periods, This analysis would in turn
recommend a strategy of discounting tolls only during off-peak periods.

The above example attests to the importance of measuring costs
dynamically in a manner that explicitly takes into account the two
fundamental costing principles. Moreover, the value of cost measurement to
the firm is seen to tranacend its traditionally benign accounting function
to encompass issues of pricing, profitability measuremen"t and even the
formulation of competitive §trateqy.

IV. Toward a Dynamic Madel af Cast Measurement

In section II, we di~cussed the economic logic underlying the two
fundamental costing principles. In Section III, we observed that cost
allocation· systems in general brea.kdown because they fail to provide

managers with relevant cost info+matioll upon which to make profitable
business decisions. In this section, the objective is to sketch~out a
simple dynamic model of cost measurement that can be used by the firm as a
generalized decision~ma~inq tool.

It is instructive to return once again to a stylized airplane example
to illustrate the basic principles of the model. For reasons that will
become clear below, we refer to the model as a binary cost-matrix model.

Suppose that we identify the following input costs associated with an
airplane and its operation; Capital costs, storage, insurance,
time-sensitive depreciation, use-sensitive depreciation, ground operations,
landing fees, labor, fuel, food, flight coupon processing and printing,
baggage handling and passenger taxes.

Suppose in our example tile primary user of the cost model is the
flight operations manager for the airline. The business decision she is
constantly confronted witll is that of assessing the price floor for ticket
prices--the price below which the sale of the ticket fails to contribute to
the profitability of the firm. Three specific scenarios are under
consideration. In scena:rio I,' the aircraft is sitting on the runway ready
to take-off with 50 percent of its seats empty. The terminal is filled
with would-be passengers who are unwilling to pay the re(~ular price but
would be willing to pay a di$counted fqre. How steep should the manager be
willing to discount fares in ord~r to fill the empty seats on t.he plane?
In scenario II, there is q ~econd plane ~itting in the hangar. One flight
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has already taken-off, but a number of would-be passengers remain in the

terminal. What costa are relevant for the manager in the benefit-cost
analysis underlying her business decision as to whether to schedule a

second flight? In scenario III, the manager is considering the purchase of
a new jetliner. What costs are relevant for the benefit·-cost analysis

underlying this business decision? Does it matter that all labor is under
long-term contract?

The cost model the flight operations manager is suppli.ed is shown in

the table. A "1" in a designated column ~nd row corresponds to a cost that
is treated as avoidable for the particular scenario under analysis.

Conversely, a "0" in a designated Column and row corresponds to a C()st that
is treated as unavoidable for the particular scenario under analysi.s. with
respect "to scenario I (Which parallels the "Mr. Smith Ca::;e"), all costs are

sunk with the exception of the five cost inputs marked with a "I" in the
first column.

Tilble 3

B~NARY COST-MATRIX HODEL
FOR AIRLINE EXAMPLE

INPU~ ~OSTS SCENARIO .1 SCENARIO II SCENAHIO III
Capital (Airplane) 0 0 1

Storage 0 0 1

Insurance 0 0 1

Time Depreciation 0 0 1

Use Depreciation

Ground Operations

Landing Fees

Labor/Flight Crew

o
o
o
o

1

1

1

1

Fuel 1 1 1

Meals 1 1 1

Flight Coupon/Printing 1 1 1

Baggage Handling 1 1 1

Passenger Taxes 1 1 1

Consequently, as long as the price that the manager assessed would-be

passengers covers the fuel, meal, flight coupon, baggage handling and ~ax

costs caused by these pat:;senger$, the airline is "better off" from a
profitability perspective allowing those passengers to board the plane at a
discounted fare rather than turning them away. (Interestingly enou9h, it
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was an argument very similar to this one that the now defunct civil

Aeronautics Board used to justify discounted air fares for stand-by

passengers.) with respect to scenario II, the cells marked with a "1"

represent the costs that revenues from ticket sales on the second flight

must cover in order to satisfy the benefit-cost test for a second flight.

Finally, in scenario III, the benefit-cost test related to the purchase of

another airplane treats all costs as avoidable and compares them wit:h

expected revenues that could be generated over the expected life of the
aircraft (net of salvag~ value).

In the event the airline has entered into long-term labor contracts
which preclude downsi~ing the labor force for a designated period of time,

these labor costs are appropriately classified as an unavoidable cost for

the duration of those cont~acts and are treated accordin~Jly in the

benefit-cost analysis. It is noteworthy further that the scarcity c)f a

given skills set--independent of the existence of long-term labor

contracts--will have very much the same effect•. The firm will be forced to

retain scare·skills-set labor during downturns in demand because of the
difficulty associated with re-hiring such labor during upturns in dE~mand.

In this latter case, scarce skills-set labor is appropriately treated as an
unavoidable or overhead cost to the firm for the duration that such labor

remains in short supply.
The binary cost-matrix model illustrated in the above example can

easily be generalized to serve as a decision-making tool for the firm.

Unlike a cost allocation system, a dynamic cost measuremE~nt model of this

genre will help ensure that managers make business decisions that enhance

the profitability of the firm.

v. Summary and ConclQsiQp

The essence of the discussion here can be summed up succinctly: The

quality of business decisions can be no greater than the quality of the

information that goes into them. Cost allocation systems, given their

emphasis on cost recovery as opposed to cost causality, are not capable of
providing managers with the type of cost information they require in order

to make profitable business decisions. The traditional view of cost:

measurement as a relatively passive accounting tool to track costs and

ensure that the sum of the parts add up to the whole is off thE~ mark. Yet,
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somewhat paradoxically, most firms will never think to look to their

costing systems as a source of competitive advantage, which is precisely
what creates market opportunities for those that do.
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